Abstract
This thesis deals with the issue od selling goods in shops, thus the isme of consumer
purchase contracts, which everyone of us concludes every day. The content of this thesis is
devided into six chapters whose aim is to characterize current legislation of consumer
purchase contracts in details and it deals primarily with rights and obligations of sellers –
businessman and buyers - consumers. Part of this thesis deals with alternative consumers
dispute resolution
The first charter focuses on general analysis of legislation which deals with sell of
goods in shop. This chapter systematically includes the issue of consumer purchase contracts
to current private law legislation and mentions the legislation of the European Union. In this
chapter the author also define the legal terms as sell of goods in shop, consumer,
businessman, goods. Finally in this chapter is mentioned unusual discharge with consumer
purchase contract.
In the second chapter is because of clarity of this thesis mentioned general legilsation
of purchase contract, when the author describes requisites of purchase contract. Mainly
essential requirements as item of purchase and purchase price. Further in this chapter the
author describes rights and obligations of purchase contract parties.
The third chapter named as transfer of ownership when

sellin goods in shop. It

sumarizes delivery and acceptance of goods and defines exceptions from general principle as
in self-service sale. This chapter also mentions transfer of risk of damage which goes with the
transfer of ownership.
The next – fourth chapter deals with the seller´s responsibility for defects. The author
characterizes statutory requirements of perfection of the goods. The author also deals with
presumption of defectiveness when he in details analysis the types of defects and vesting
period in which this presumption is used. The author also focuses on the legislation of quality
guarantee.
The fifth chapter of this thesis focus on the rights of the buyer of defective
performance. The author primarily mentions general legislation of purchase contracts and he
analyzes this topic related to the consumer purchase contract. The author describes also
disclaimers, the rights of buyers while buying used goods and the whole process of complaint.
The last sixth chapter provides readers with insight into alternative consumers dispute
resolution and the proceedings. The author also mentions new platform in European Union

which deals with the alternative disputes resolution within member states of the European
Union.
In conclusion, the author summarizes findings and evaluates problems which comes
with the consumer purachase contrant with regard to current legislation.

